Abstract: This paper is introduced the new approach to synthesis of the tracking problem with respect to the output on the basis of transformations of linear systems into the block-canonical form of the controllability. The decomposition approach to a solution of the tracking problem with a given accuracy is offered, that allows one to loosen conditions imposed on the class of demanded signals. Copyright  2002 IFAC
INTRODUCTION
The paper is studied the structural properties of control systems in the tracking problem with respect to demanding values of the output and introduced synthesis algorithms of such problems on the basis of the block-control principle (Drakunov, et al., 1990) with reference to linear stationary systems of a general view. The necessary and sufficient conditions of a solution of the tracking problem are obtained on the basis of the transformation of the initial system into the block-canonical form of the controllability with respect to the output (Utkin V.A., 2001) . It is essential, that the given algorithms of synthesis of the tracking problem with a given accuracy do not superimpose the padding requirements on smoothness of driving functions and guess only their restricted modulo together with the first derivatives.
PRIOR RESULTS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a time-invariant linear system described by 
where the demanded values of the state components are searched from the following relation
Let us note some problems originating at usage of the approach. 1. The stabilization problem with respect to all components of the state of system (3), in which the variables ) (t η are considered as the external disturbances, has a solution with necessity and sufficiency only in the case, when the disturbing actions are affixed only on the input of the control plant (Drazenovic, 1969) . In particular, the stabilization problem of system (3) has a solution always, if the dimension of the control input is equal or more to the dimension of the state and n B = rank . In a case, when
, equation (4) has an alone solution, and there is no possibility to affect the circumscribed above situation. Otherwise, if n D y < = rank dim 1 , the equation (4) x remain free. Accordingly, the dimension of the disturbances in system (3) is reduced and conditions of a solution of the stabilization problem are loosened. Thus, for translation of the tracking problem with respect to output (2) to stabilization problem (3) is necessary to found any compromise between a choice of a minor of the complete rank of the matrix D and evaluation of demanded values of the relevant components of the state, and possibility of a solution of the stabilization problem of system (3) with respect to these components. As a whole, the problem of translation of the tracking problem on the output to the stabilization problem of all state vector (or definition of the demanded values with respect to state components under the demanded output) with provision of it's solution is put.
2. The representation of values of the output can be not correct in the sense, that they can not be implemented in a closed-loop system. For example, in a system of the second order described by u
, by virtue of a physical relation between variables of the type "position -derivative" is not possible to implement arbitrary given functions of these variables. Let us rewrite this system with respect to mismatches as follows
and consider the static equations 0 For a solution of the tracking problem with respect to the output, in present paper the known approach based on the transformations of the initial linear model of the control plant into the block-canonical form of the controllability (Utkin Victor A., 2001 ) is utilized to a solution of the stabilization problem. The blockcanonical form of controllability described by Thus, in the supposition, that the disturbances are not accessible to measuring and restricted modulo functions in time, the stabilization problem of the output with a given accuracy is resolved. x . In following section, with reference to linear systems, the tracking problem with respect to the output is solved on the basis of the transformations of the initial system into the blockcanonical form of a controllability with respect to the output.
MAIN RESULT
Consider the tracking problem on the output for the linear system described by (1), (2). Let us introduce the step-by-step procedure of the transformations of system (1)-(2) into the block-canonical form of the controllability with respect to the output.
Step 1 
As a result of the transformations on the step 1, the initial system, by virtue of the control
selected on the basis of (6)-(7), will be rewritten as follows 
Step 2. 
are met. Let us rewrite the system given by equation (9) 
As a result of the transformations of points (ii) and (iii), the system given by equation (11) 
Thus, on each i -th step of the procedure, the dimension of the not transformed state 1 − i x decreases and the procedure is finished for a finite number of steps. Let the procedure is finished on the step ν . As a result, system (1) is transformed into the blockcanonical form of controllability with respect to the output .
The structure of system (13)- (15) is shown in fig. 1 .
The aggregate dimension of system (13)- (15) is equal to the dimension of initial system (1) and
. Sub-system (15) is not observable with respect to the states of sub-systems (13)- (14). If initial system (1) is controllable, then sub-system (13) is also controllable by the input 1 y . With reference to system (13)- (15), necessary and sufficient conditions of a solution of the tracking problem with respect to the output are the following.
1. Allowing, that in further the stabilization problem of systems (13)- (14) is considered, stabilizability of system (13) or pair ) , (
is the necessary condition. , where matrix ) 0 (det ≠ H H determined by described above procedure, meets. Sub-system (14) has structure of the block-canonical form of the controllability (5) and, therefore, the tracking problem has a solution for arbitrary demanded values (14) Regulator (13) completes demanded values ) (t y di . Really, let us consider without loss of generality a solution of the tracking problem 0 ) (
in the last subsystem of system (13) described by 
solution of the stabilization problem of system (17) with given accuracy const
is grounded on the basis of the backstepping procedure and the second method by Lyapunov. Rewrite system (17) as follows
via the step-by-step procedure of non-special transformations described as
are feedback gains, which are being a subject to definition. Variable z in system (18) is compensated by the controls selected as follows z v − = . Then, the last equation in system (18) designated as follows
Let us consider a quadratic form
as a sum of quadratic forms described by
The common estimation of derivative of the quadratic form V ! can be received by sequentially estimation of derivative of each item (20) with the following step-by-step procedure.
Step 1. For derivative of the first item of a quadratic form (20), taking into account of (18) The procedure of a choice of gain described by step 1 is also applied to the following items in (20) on steps i , where 1 , 2 − = ν i .
Step i . For derivative of the i -th item of a quadratic form (20), taking into account of (18), the following estimation is valid: Step ν . For derivative of the ν -th item of a quadratic form (20), taking into account of (19), the following estimation is valid:
